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DUES NOTICE

LATE AGAIN
Performance in 1984 was even worse than
in previous years. Final PLANE TALKS
were not ready till larch '85. But
there's aood news! Volume X-1 is ready
to go to 85's members. Vo1.X-2 is nearly complete. We hone to keep our good
resolutions to finish all of '85 issues
before December.

With this issue, Vol. IX of 1984
is completed and the membershin
year has expired.
Dues for 1985 are now payable.
REPEAT
Dues for 1985 are now payable.
Since PLANE TALK makes no money
for anyone and dues are used only
to finance the magazine, the loss
of dues payers is no Problem
except that we have to base our
print orders on the number of dues
paying members we expect to have
during the year. That means that
prompt renewals are essential from
those who are going to renew. Your
help will be appreciated. This
announcement is your formal dues
notice. DUES $10.00.

ANNIvERSAPY
This Year is THE SOCIETY's 10th Anniversary. We'd like to commemorate that
important milestone. A super issue seems
a possibility. How many out there would
be willing to make up their own finished pages, artwork, text, whatever, sign
them and send them along in celebration?
We hone to hear from YOU.
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Where Is Kingston ?
By Dick Kappeler
In the summer of 1977, W.L.Goodman closed his list of British
planemakers preparatory to publishing the second edition of BRITISH
PLANEMAKERS. At that time the list contained one example of CRANE/
KINGSTON. There are at least two Kingstons in England, the port,
Kingston upon Hull, and a municipal borough, Kingston upon Thames which
is described in a 1905 Gazeteer as being 10 miles S.W. of London.
Perhaps since 1977 more information about Crane or more specimens
of his planes have been recorded in Mr. Goodman's files. If this is
not the case, however, there is a curious circumstance to be considered.
When K.D. and J. Roberts compiled their original list of American planemakers and planemakers who might have been American because specimens
of their work were found in the U.S., at least one specimen (and perhaps more) of Crane's label was reported. At that time therefore,
the assignability of Crane to either the U.S. or England was in question unless documentary or other evidence of his working location f unknown to me,existed.
There are a large number of Kingstons in the U.S. and several in
Canada.
lost interesting is the fact that there are Kingstons in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New York, all states in which planemaking was carried on and quantity manufactures were produced.
I recently acquired on Long Island, N.Y.,a plow plane by CRANE/
KINGSTON that does very little to advance the claim of either country
to Crane's product. The plane is a slide arm plow with brass capped
arms of a style that I believe was originally English but was copied
in the United States. It shifts the numerical weight of reported
Crane specimens to the U.S. but adds the feature of British styling.
The mark is in a long rectangle with a tiny sawtooth border and
appears as CRANE . KINGSTON . within the rectangle.
It would be interesting to hear from both sides of the Atlantic
about additional Crane specimens and to learn if Mr. Goodman's file
on Crane has been increased.

_

Iron Screwdriver.

—Unscrewing Plane Irons with Special
Tools.

Notes & queries
In the EAIA Chronicle Vol. V #3,
Lawrence B. Romaine tells us about
the first American directory,
THE AMERICAN ADVERTISING DIRECTORY
FOR MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
AIERICAN GOOD FOR ThE YEAR 1831.
In the article he mentions plane
makers, E & B Spencer of New
Haven, Conn. with no further
details.

In a coopers inshave from Iron Horse
is noted an iron marked J.FEARNS.

From Len Borkowski
CONWAY TOOL CO.
CONWAY, :

From Dick Howe comes word of a huge
hollow plane still accompanied by a
niece of wooden gutter the outside
curve of which matches the plane. The
plane is marked ISAAC FIELD/PROVIDENCE
and the Providence stamp matches that
used on atJQ. Fuller.
What's in a :Tale

Your Editor has felt for a long while that the marks of N.Schauer and
N.SHOVAR were probably those of the same man, or, if not, belonged to
members of the same family. It was therefore, of great interest when
he learned, many months ago, that one of the real authorities on the subject of early planes in the area centering around Pennsylvania, Alan
Bates, had been nurturing the same notion. Alan's experience when expressing the notion to other collectors had been, like ours, disbelief,
but his argument is cogent and of late some turn-around can be sensed
among his correspondents.
e are hoping that Alan will put the whole
story into a PLANE TALK article and therefore we will not discuss the
reasoning further but will only suggest that our readers think about
ie illustrate two wedges from Alan's planes with rubbings
the question.
tne labels of Schauer/SHOVAR.

„

4174a

,
Both wedge finials exhibit signs of haying been hammered to the loss
of their probablY pointed ends.

BP" OF BC,Ulice
Dick DeAvila

A.GUILD
Probab1 4
- Abner 3ui1d
listed as a cabinet
maker in Boston,
in 1800.
Beech, 10" long

A. GILLET
8 3/4" blow plane
Skate and fence are
screwed rather than
riveted.
Arms and depth sto7
are retained bu
wooden screws.
See VI-2-16

E.PIERCE
Birch, 9 7/8" long

Slightly relieved wedge of a plane by
Olney, owned by Dan Semel. The plane
is a skewed rabbet of birch and the
mark is embossed in a saw-tooth border.

Relieved

Plane's aspect is clearly 18th C
and was found in Providence, R.I.

NOTES &

From time to time we complain of this and that.
One of the burdens of our grumbling is the appearance among the material banked for future
issures of PT of items without the name of the
originator. Another is our failing memory which
makes the first a problem. Now we find we've
done it ourself. A friend told us of an ogee
approximagely 91
/
2" long but with flat chamfers.
It was markegJ.GRAHAM. We thought it would be
pretty special if we could acquire it for B-ARS
7resident Graham, but the owner wouldn't part
with it. We made a note so we could continue
to badger him. Unhappily we put down only ;the
description of the plane and now find we can't
recall who the owner was. Alas, our fraility
exceeds that of the membership. However, the
sirilating is wnrth rerlortin7 and
dn so.

Sole outline of plane
collected by Bud Brown

Co?

01- S

A plane labeled 0 + SPICER differing from the 0 : SPICER illustrated
in AWP has been collected by Dick
Howe

Sole outline of plane
collected by Bud Brown
IX-4-5

NOTES & nUEPTES

Dick Howe reports the purchase of a
group of planes, containing a bead
and a rabbet (in lignum vitae) marked
0.SPICER and a third plane, a sash
houlder, marked P.E.SPICER. All are
stamped A R with separate letters.
In the same group was a large jack
rabbet marked on the heel in an incised stamping J.EYER/W.UNITY, OHIO/
MAKER.

Dave Perch suggests another look at the Dutch
bench plane illustrated in VII-3-5. After checking with rule and calipers and doing some elementary math he reckons that, if the height
of the plane is indeed 2" then the length must
be in the near neighborhood of 14", not the 84"
we reported. While the angle of the photo no
doubt introduces some distortion we have to
agree that it's unlikely that our reported
measurement is correct.
The "Franklin" plane illustrated in VII-3-5
has an additional feature worthy of comment.
Its toe has been struck three times with small
crowned, boxed initial stamps. Two are too
faint to read but probably duplicate the third
which contains the letters WBM. The jointer
VIII-3-7 is also marked with a crown over a box
but is unreadable.
Something happened to our paste-up on page 3
Vol. VII-4 and the all-important name of the
iron maker of the antique long jointer belonging
to Don Krauss got left off or peeled off. It
was PERKS.
While speaking of Don Krauss, this is the place
to note that a set of violin makers tools he
owns including a group of planes is marked
Germany and G4c;1-V
In Vol 1-4 we note E & B SPENCER/NEW HAVEN/CT
which seems to support the thought that the
Spencer label is connected with New Haven and
probably is a label form of E & B SPENCER.
It does not, however, shed much light on Ed
Delaney's early report of SPENCER/NEW YORK.

P. E.

-P/e.atE,2

Bud Steere has noted a beech toothing plane by J.H.LAMB/NEW BEDFORD
also marked by HATHUSIUS KUGHER &
MORRISO(N)/NEW YORK. A hardware firm?

u (1.,LRIEf
SOME CATALOG READIAGS:
Mechanick's Workbench Summer '82
.ogee 9 5/3" long of apparently early 19th C make marked I.
SLATER, an unrecorded name.
Iron Horse July '84
.matched pair No 10 hollow and
round marked E.F.FOLGERS & CO.
.married par of No 1 hollow and
round. The hollow reads S.R.TRAVIS
the round, OHIO TOOL CO.
Bud Steere, July '84
.WOLFE GILLESPIE & CO/NEW YORK
on a 21 3/4" jointer (foreplane?)
.J.JONES 1
/
4" side bead and Sleeper
wedge, may or maynot be maker,
appears early 1800's
.SPEAR & WOOD in oval pattern
with zig-zag border, c 1850 appearance? 3/11" side bead
Murray and Crane Oct. 15, '83
. 2 planes, 18 C characteristics,
bead 9 3/8", tongue 10 I/8", E.RunPRY and N.BRIGGS. Can the latter
be the same 10 1/8" tongue mentioned in AWP or is it a second
example?
Murray and Crane June 23, '84
. small hollow plane 9 3/4"
J.HASTING

Bud Steere March '84
.WILLIS & CO/SALFORD? 3/8" side
bead
Murray & Crane March '84
. dado plane DENNISON & HOFFMAN
Harry's Hardware Fall '83
. J.N.WILCOX on a tongue
.P.QUEST and J.JOYNER on a rosewood plow (owners?)
. J.C.OSBORN on #6 Hollow & round set
.Wm A ELA owner/maker? on a birch
round.
Rod Sanders Aug. 1983
. Complex moulding plane marked
R.M.TILBURN (3rd sighting)
.shootboard plane J.H.HALL/
NASHUA, N.H.
Jock Moody Sept. '83
. S.G.WATERMAN on a two iron
nosing plane.
Iron Horse June '84
. large skew rabbet marked
I.BRENEMAN

Hap Moore/Corbe Feeney Antiques
Aug. '83
. . 1" hollow, 9 15/16" long. Wide
chamfers, marked E.PIERCE,birch
halfround, 9 3/4" wide round chamfers, C.CHASE
.beech complex moulder C.HARIMAN
Iron Horse May '84
(all in AWP "Maybe List"
. Yankee plow, riveted skate,
.slide arm plow, wooden screw
arms rabbeted into fence then screw- fasteners for arms and depth stop,
ed, arms locked by wooden thumb
birch made by builder S(tephen)
screws. Stamped J.S.T. and T.L. on
MAGOUN of New Hampton, New Hampthe nose
shire and descended in his family.
(anyone own planes from the
Bud Steere May '84
Magoun kit?)
.sash fillister J.WILSON/THOMASTON, ME. Could this be James H.
King of Tools (Dan Comerford)
Winslow?
.slide arm plow (unreported in
AWP) by CHARLES + DUPEE. Plow has
J.P. Bittner iay 4 & % 1984
wooden retaining screws for arms
.J.W.GOODALE/AMHERST, MASS
and depth stop
.I.ROGERS
.slide arm plow (unreported in
.ShEPLEY & DABBS both Shepley
H LI3HA7.T, wedge retainers
and Dabbs are listed independently
arms
for
in BP II
.also listed are possible makers,
.J.SAWIN
dealers, or owners: v.A.EmOND, A
Tyrone R. Roberts 'larch 1984 (LondoriJELSON, T.HARTILL, W.FELLOWS, J.
Jn WEAVER, J.C.
.an early panel raiser stamped
PAL77ER,
BRAGG
I. WAKER in a sawtooth border
.P.'!.TILBURN, 9 3/4" groove
with a round topped John Green
plane, heavy chamfers and large
iron,
rounded wedge (a different sight.oak moulding plane of 17th C
ing than the two reported in AWP)
appearance, iron by WILSON

SETH SAYS:
Recently someone
Sometimes it pays to go to yard sales.
of Ithaca NY
street
back
a
called to tell me about one in
others. The
among
plane
BROS/ITHACA
where they had a TREMAN &
where
he got
remember
didn't
owner was a retired carpenter who
a
for
perhaps
used
been
them. Most were very dirty and had not
D.R.BARTON/1832
-boxed
Among them were a nice solid
century.
with quirk by N.N.WALLACE, a name new to PT; an
ogee
an
bead;
moulder, filthy
E.SAFFORD (Albany) very complex double-iron
the skin"; a
under
and damaged by dry rot , but stil l "a beauty
overstamp;
UNION FACTORY/H.CHAPIN with a HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER
both in
plane,
match
an ANDRUSS and a JOHN M.TABER/NEW BEDFORD
Mr.
which
very bad shape; a FURSE OGLIDDON/EXETER rebate
W.BUTCHER
a
Goodman places before 1816; a W.ASII & CO. and
very
iron; and an F*NICHOLSON/LIVINC*IN/WRENTHAM rabbet in
these
planes
It is constantly amazing to me how
good shape.
to Ithaca, which was then a very back-water
way
their
found
small town, hardly more than a village. Most of what we find
here comes from our local planemakers of the 1850-80 period,
from the Auburn Prison contractors, Rochester and Albany. But
occasionally we get some that must have been brought in by the
very early settlers who came by wagon from Connecticut and the
beginning in 1790.
Hudson Valley over the hills from Newburgh
A word about the well-worn subject of cleaning. Last summer I
scrubbed a couple of smoothers for an old friend (my age), and
"I am
put on a very light coat of linseed oi l . "Oh", she said,
I
did
when
they
Now they lok the way
so glad you did that.
was a little girl and my grandfather was stil l using them."
James F.Lynn has three planes which we illustrate.Unfortunately we can't give you the very interesting marks, too delicate
for a rubbing, which measure about 12/16" high by 7/16" wide,
showing a Gothic church and steeple with a cross on top. One
is a rabbet 11" long with a rosewood sole butt -glued to a
service wood (cormier) top. The throat is adjustable by an
iron screw with a brass wing-nut. At the top of the heel is
numbers "31" and "28m/m"
the
it
word "ALBUM"; below
the
"30 ARNS". The other
marked
is
iron
(appr.1 1/8"). The double
"ALBUM" on the heel ,
marked
also
pair.
a
match
two planes are
irons are marked
The
(appr.1").
"26m/m"
and
"59"
followed by
are similar to
They
steel)".
(cast
GENtVE/ACIER.
FONDU
"REY
shown on page 5
59-62
Items
planes
skates,
iron
with
the match
It
Catalog.
would appear
Feron
the
of
reprint
of M-WTCA's
European
members can
our
one
of
Perhaps
are
Swiss.
that these
tell us more about "ALBUM".
IX-4-8

Three European Planes
, Collected by Jim Lynn

_J

SCALE:
Four times actual
size.

DX-4-9
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"YE ANTIQUE TOWERS"
Planemaker Jonathan Tower was born in 1758 in Sudbury, Mass, and
later removed to Rutland, Mass., where, he and his father settled.
Little more is known of Tower except these facts, first published in
Paul Kebabian's AMERICAN WOODWORKING TOOLS.
An S.TOWER & CO., listed in a Chesterfield, Mass. directory of
1856, is reported by the Pollaks in AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES but no
connection is make, - and none may exist - between S. TOWER and
JONATHAN TOWER.
At an auction in the vicinity of Chesterfield, Mass., the Secretary
recently boughttwo planes, one marked D.G.TOWER and other H.M. TOWER,
both in incised stamps with similar lettering. This is perhaps only
an interesting coincidence but one additional fact suggests a possible connection between plane markers named Tower in the Chesterfield
vicinity and Jonathan Tower. That is the appearance of his mark next
to that of H.M. TOWER on the second'plane, a tongue cutter from a set
of match planes. The D.G.TOWER plane is the most beautifully designed
and made jack rabbet the Secretary has ever seen. Both planes exhibit
a high standard of workmanship. They were part of a group of planes
said to have belonged to a local man. Among the group were a half
dozen of the 18 C appearance,also acquired at the sale.
Whether D G and H M TOWER were makers or simply owner markers is
not clear. The existence of a planemaking firm in Chesterfield and
the planes' residence there at least in recent times suggest, a possible connection. This taken qth the planes' discovery in the same
hoard and the appearance of J-g- TOWER's mark on one of them, plus the
similarity in the lettering of the stamps of D.G. and H.M. TOWER as
well as the existence of the 1856 firm, reinforce the notion that we
might be looking at a planemaking family of 70 or 80 years duration
founded by Jonathan Tower and including sons or other relatives.

-morrommorsormIN

From Alan Bates:
There have been several mentions of Jacob Lovell of Cummington,
Mass. in PLANE TALK but I don't remember that his wedge has been
illustrated.
Here's a sample.

IX-4-10

NOTES & QUERIES
IT'S THE LATEST FAD, IT'S
CALLED A SAYWARD CREW - CUT !

NOTES & QUERIES
John Kesterson tells us that he acquired a
clutch of 6 moulding planes all bearing the
professional appearing mark of I W PAINE in
a sawtooth border. Four were otherwise unmarked but one had also been stamped by
D.O.CRANE and another by COLLINS/UTICA.
Perhaps Paine was a dealer who ordinarily
bought unstamped planes to be stamped with
his own mark, perhaps he was an owner, or
perhaps there is another explanation for the
double markings. Does anyone have anything
to add?

A note from J.H.Haltmever tells us of a /
1
2" reverse ogee 0 7/16" long marked PHINEAS TURNER in
what appears to be a single, sawtooth bordered
strike, The plane was collected in Iowa. A
tracing of its wedge suggests a fairly old
plane. This name was reported VII-4-3 by Reg
Fowle who found his in England,
suggesting Turner is an English
marker and perhaps an English
maker.

From Jock Moody_
I. Cox (upside down mark) molding plane. 14" long, offset
handle, Hildick blade. The plane has two inset wearstrips
made of what appears to be lignum vitae, the same strips
used by Israel White and other Philadelphia makers. I've
found several I. Cox in the Philadelphia area over the
years. Wide chamfers.
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Roger Smith Sends

Some Details Of
Early Planes

1\14- e- K' •

by Ed Gipson/Middlebury, VT
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GI- e2-114

\N/C,

A Rare Specimen

NOTES & QUERIES

of DESFORGES Work
by Dave Perch

Cr"

" 5/8 " overall Ierl+h

a/B

en heel

Various unrecorded marks, some totally new some
previouly unnoted states used by recognized plan
emakers
have been listed in the catalogs of the Tyro
ne Roberts auctions. From the sale of March 1983 come
:
.J.ARNOT, zb on a pair of 5/8" lambstongue sash
planes and a pair of 5/8" scotias
.E.LEE/1760 on an astragal and scotia moulder
said to be craftsmanmade.
.H1NMARSH with backward "S" on a moulder
.I BRISCOE counterstamped on a moulder by DARBEY
(note BP II, p.37)
• + SMALL in zb on a 10" ovolo
.HOLBECK, no initial embossed in a seeming straight
line border
.HAYES, zb, 91
/
2" moulder
.DUNCAN, zb 10" moulder
.MOORE, zb 91
/
2" moulder
.G.FRAZER, zb 9 5/8" moulder
.I.HOBSON, intermittent zb moulder
• CRYER, lb 91
/
2" moulder
.A.LOCKEY, zb 91
/
2" moulder
.PHINEAS TURNER, zb 91
/
2" moulder
.PHINIAS TURNER (note spelling of previous
entry)
zb on a toothing plane
.G.MANNING/NORWICH, incuse on a wedge stem
sash
fillister
.KNIFE, zb on a forkstaff (VII-3-20 etc)
The Tyrone Roberts tool auction of Sept. 1982 contained another example of the elusive;
.J.G.YORK zb on a panel raising plane
I-4-9,
111-3-8.
In his Spring 1983 list Joe Dziadul reports
. L SACKETT on a 1 1/8" hollow plane in a arched
mark.
.UNION/MAINE on a paper label on a croze with a
brass wedge mounting.
.A minature plane, perhaps that of a musical in
strument maker marked W.BAKER I perhaps an owner
or owner-maker.

WAS B. CREHORE, PLANEMAKER,
BENJAMIN CREHORE, PIANO MAKER ?
By
Larry Brundage
While doing a patent search on a California toolmaker I came across
a name I remembered seeing in this sterling publication. It was B.
CREHORE and on May 28, 1828 he was issued a patent for a veneer saw
frame,location being Milton, Massachusetts. In Vol. 11-4-3, 1977,
Roger Smith mentioned a 10 inch birch ogee with a relieved wedge stamped B.CREHORE,no location given. I believe that Roger's plane was made
by BENJAMIN CREHORE, of Milton, the first major manufacturer of pianos
in New England and possibly the country. This activity took place
from about 1797 to 1807 as can be determined at present. Benjamin
was born in Milton in the year 1765, and by 1791 had his own cabinet
shop on Adams St., Milton Lower Mills. About 1795 he was hired by
the owner of the Federal Street Theatre to do stage carpentry and build
props. This theatre opened in Boston in 1793. Benjamin was asked by
the orchestra leader, Peter von hagen, if he could repair a damaged
bass-viol and this he did to the satisfaction of the musician and he
was soon in demand to fix other musical instruments. He evidently
was a very skilled woodworker as he began to make new bass viols and
other stringed instruments. A letter written Nov. 1797 from a B.
Danzel in N.Y. to Crehore mentions his piano forte business as Benjamin
was in need of piano strings, and was trying to set up his credit
with a Mr. Hewitt. Peter von Hagen also had a retail music store in
Boston, located at 3 Cornhill St., and Crehore's pianos were sold
there. Just how long Benjamin made musical instruments is unknown.
He also had artistic ability as evidenced by a painting on glass in an
architectural mirror circa 1810 as shown on page 618 of Ramsey's
Encyclopedia of Antiques. Crehore's apprentices went on to become
piano makers also, one of them, Alpheus Babcock invented the cast iron
string frame. Benjamin Crehore died in Milton, October 14, 1832
stilling the hands of a major contributor to musical instrument making. Those of you interested in knowing more about early piano making here should study the following books:
Men, Women & Pianos, a History, Arthur Loesser 1954 Simon & Schuster
The Chronicle Vol. VI No. 3 July 1953 by Roger G. Gerry
Old Pianos by N.E. Michel, 9123 Terradell St., Rivera, CA 1954
History of Milton Mass., 1640 - 1887, Albert K. Steele, Boston, 1887
Indiana Area Labels
This group of Indiana area labels that we believe represent a first
look for most readers came to us from Charles Ewing who received
them from a felow collector. Charles has written a study of Indiana
makers and dealers that will soon be published in another periodical.

C Lintirtatenowit
IX-4-15

FRANK WHITE LOCATES C. ALFORD
NEWSPAPER

ADVERTISEMENT

That Consider Alford was a connection of some sort of the Kennedys
of Hartford is suggested by the fact, as reported by Ken and Jane
IN N.Y. STATE, that Samuel L. Kennedy made
Roberts in PLANEMAKERS
planes at 15 Catherine St. in New York City in 1817-1822, following
Alford's tenure there from 1811 to 1817. Samuel Kennedy was the son of
Leonard Sr. and the brother of Leonard Jr., both planemakers. An
advertisement found by Frank White in the Connecticut Courant of June
29, 1819, bolsters the suggestion of an Alford-Kennedy connection and
indicates that Alford continued at the Catherine St. address for some
time after his name dropped out of the directories. Alford called himself a planemaker and a blind maker but it is likely that he worked
at both trades simultaneously rather than periodically.
TWENTY DOLLARS RNIVARD.
CN-aw3y from (IA F u ri rt TilEooa.r
tl
an indented apprentice
pt. M• ItAinr.n.,
old, slender built, 5 feet G or 1

a-

!,,•ut 17 years

light complexion.
smooth
inches
face and a full cye, speaks quick ; took with
him a &Irk ereen lonz cent and pantaloons, 1
dark niixt double mill'd cassinier velit, 1 tIn
light sniped. 1 pair white pantabons, black ha!
;au] common shoes, .2 shirts, one of them thicl:
covorr. Any person who Avii: apprehend said
boy, and deliver Lim tr nic in New-York, or to
Mr. Leonard 1:enneLy,, in Hartfoid, (Conn.)
91;a11 receive the above reward nnd all nece.sare
expenses. Ma' ter of vessels are particularly
cautioned against receiving said boy,
.CDNFIDEJI ALFORD..
Blind-makc 7, No. 15., Catherine 't.
New-York. June 16.

Wedge by Consider Alford
one of New York City's
earliest known plane
makers. -
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An Early Plane

By Jim Blower

Found in Toronto Ontario
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TRANSITIONAL AND ,IETA LLIC PLANE INFORMATION

Ram

P, SHEA,

K. SMITH, Editor

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.. •

BLOGI OR SMOOTHING PLANE.

No. 803,832.

Patented May 10, 1808.

SIIEA, OF BOSTON, MASSACIIUSETIS.
BLOCK OR SMOOTHING PLANE.
flPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 003,8310, dated KAT to, 1091.
Applloallos 11.1 S•plmbet 20,1117. MALI No. 110,371.
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BLOCK PUNE

Err Schaffer,of riedison, Wisc., has lrblock plane that appears to be a
cated
prototype model for She 's patent of May 10,
1898. (See photo si-ction.) This was probably a workin7 wtods1 that She., used while
refining his e-'ens thrt le-d to natent NO.
403, 32 ryranted t 2atrick Sher of Boston
on May 10. 1P9F. The drawing h specifications are reprod,Iced here.
The snecimen plane is of brass end is
6" 17. The hinged lever can is steel with a
tr,-.1,-wnod grin attached. F. PEA is stamped
e thank Mr. Schaffer for proon the ol ne.
other data.
viding the photos
IX-4-19
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(mine of tho plane, %Melt, As bonds shown,
To n11 talon', it may MI4cern:
1.10 It known that I, l'Arttici: Sit RA, of ilos. It 13 proposed to coustruct of toot!, though
ton, (Dorchester,) in the coon ty of Suffolk mid It inny bo mail° of other mnterial.
b 13 1.110 solo or Lase, Is Melt Is prorldewl ss
State of 3lossach eset is, linvo Invented cortnin
'
5 now nod useful Improvemonts it Block or a-Rh sides or oath' n sod a rear wall or crow
1.
piece
(Ito
Is
following
Smoothing Planes, of %%Moil
C In thin bil or piano-Iron.
A description sufficiently full, clear, nod ex.
Is tho "born."
net to enable those skilled In tho art ton
6o
r/ Is the torit.
It nppertains or with a Holt It Is most nearly
In enrrying out my Invention 1 provide a
to connected to make nod lino tho Annie.
tho
of
side
0,
boss
upper
tho
con
projection
ha
rotates
woodworkers'
Invention
This
planes generally, And partleidnrly to inotal provided with A vertical perforation to fOr01341
A stud h.
block or smoothing I nes.
The bit Is ntlapleil to travel on IncLued Ls
It Is the object of tho Invention to provide
is each Improvements In articles of itinnufacturo slio vols or shoulders Along tho sides u of the
of tho kind melt ioned as will ennblo (ho bit stock, extending front Om cross•pioco ito the
or phone-Iron to be supported At but is slight throat, nod is form NI In Its longitudinal conpitch or Anglo relatively to tho solo or fnco of trol renr portion with A11104 g sufliciontly whits
(Ito pinne, no as thnt it tnny bettor porfonn to linen (ho stud II rind projection e opers'e
is Kane functions Odin If It %two sot nt thalami therein alien tim bit Is moved Intel: and forth.
Neor (Ito rotor end of the bit there art two
or common Anglo.
securod to the bit, so as to
It is also thin object of tho In vontioo to pro. cross-bnrs i
vidoimproved menus for Adjusting tho piano- brideci raft were. (110{10( g Arid leave A space
-roomy 73
Iron or bit, so (lint Its depth of cut luny ho j betii eon said crossbars. It would se
purpose just ns well, however, to make the
ts regulated with the ttnicast nicety.
It Is, furthermore, tho object or tho Inven- croon-hors i ion Integnli port of the bit.
k Is n bit-adjuslingscretr titre/tiled throughtion to provido improvoti menus for holding
this planolnon down upon Its bed or sent, out nerirly Its length and Arrniiget1 to turn ln
which means shall ho siniplo In nntl °cotton,. a holo formed In tho vertletil sent fIntigo / of to
so lent of construction nnil servicenblo And 011- thin bit-stock rind nt Its Inner end to bo guided
In is holo turmoil mu tho renrward pArt of the
clont In the highest degree.
To theso ends my Invention consists of tho projection e. Neither of tho sold supports
Improvemenisiildeld mill proceed todescribo for tho scrow aro scrowdlireaded, but are sins.
Ss
n ad then set forth it ILI! pnrtictilnrity ply plain boarings for tho hitter.
In
Upon (Ito screw k Otero is A rrnAge31 A traris In the nppentled clahus.
formed
hobs
screirdlireadisl
mi,
a
linving
cler
ilrnw.
Itorerenco Is to ho lind to tho Annexed
logs, Anti to I lie letters nirirked thereon, form- t liereth rough to reed vo the slinn k of the screw
ing n pnrt or this specification, (ho mum lot. 1. Tim sold traveler VI extends tip between
torn designoting tho sdino pm Li or fentures, tho bridgo-pleces i a' of thu bit it/ such to lnonnet h int admit (Ito screw is turned (Ito (tar40 AS 1110 coon may be, alterovor they occur.
Of the Into Mini, Figur° lists WO eleVA• dier will bo moved to rood fro thervott, and as
,-. toy a consotittonco will inovo the bit longitudilion of A inetalliC bleek•IllAtte outbodyin,,
Improvements. Fig. 2 Is A pion V1OW of the nnlly Rh It and Adjust the bit In tho mouth
same, t Ito bow-spring and tout being omitted. of tho basis of (Ito pIntie, so as to uisko It ri
45 Fig. 3 Is vertical lougltittlinal tectionni view tnko a deepor or shallower cut, as may be ,he
of ((to so m e. Fig. 4 13 A pion view of (Ito sired.
ii designates (ho bow spring orholder,which
plittio-bit detaelicil. Fig. 5 Is n bottom view
of tho bow.sprile, used to hold (Ito bit dow it is it piece of shoot nietal bent in cross•seetion
upon Its lied rind 10 servo Also as the tont to Is tho form of it bow, as Is best reprosentcs1 too
I i 1•'1g. 3, so (lint its front end limy rest upon
so tho pinne.
In Ilio Into lugs, it designates the stock or the fora/wit end of the bit and its mania's.'
end bear. Upon tho nor out! of tho tome.
Upon (Ito boirapt log it thotontaistsupported,
as shown.
In thin emit nil portion of thin Low-spring
5 I lit re!! formed is bolo 0, backward from ii IiId,
them extends n tinrrowed slot 31, nod lit the
opper end of (ho stud le, ott opposito sides
thereof, tl,cro nro formed idols q, be (lint After
the bit luny have been put In pinto upon Its
to bearings nod properly connected with its Adjusting menus tho how•sprIng may ho plAced
in position upon the bit, so (lint tho tipper
end of the stud h luny extend through tho
hole o, nod then by bearing dow non the spring
ts rind moving it forward tho sides of tho slot p
may Into Itilo tho slots got the stud And not
onlv hold tho spring In pinen, so that the toot
or liatidlo if luny be employed In InovIng tho
plane, but so tilso no (hot tho bow.-spring
so troy moo Awl hold tho blt down In Its propor
working position.
Inasinizeli no In thin operation of thin pinne
the effort to ninvo It bark will bo but slight
rind substnittlnily All of Om nppreelnhle en.
1$ orgy will ho exerted forward, the bow•sprIng
slid tort oil! Ito held securely lit pineo.
In aililitiou to supporting (Ito bit or plono•
Iron In position 30 nn to render It most enicient
In operation, on I Intro before described, my
so adjusting means for (Ito bit havo been found
very enicient and simplo, not linblo to be disturbed In tho usual operntion of (Ito pInne,
Anil effectit o mt operating tho bit to niljust It
with tho utmost nicety, nut! to do this in is
ss msnner bolter than In Accomplished In pInnos
as nowcommenlyconstructed. Furthermore,
the omen no described for holding (Ito bitilt
plove by 'norms of tho bow.spring Aro exceedingly simplo In nnd econom ical of constnte•

lion, besides belt.c ern:elk%) In Om highest
degree.
I loving thus oxplaiseil Limo nntitro of the In.
volition nail deserth ui n wny of constructing
Anil using (bowline), though withoet attempting to sot forth nil of tho forms It, which It,
mny Lo mailo or n11 of the modes of Its use, It
Is ilecInred tlint si lint Is ....tainted Is—
l. A block or smoothing plono cotnprIsing
In Its construction n plotter-Iron or bit and
bit-support; n bow-spring constructed to beer
nt. Its ends lipon (Ito forstard rind rear ends of
thin bit; nut' is headed stud, tho bow-spring
linvIng n centrally-nrrnii..ed keyholeslot to
ongngo the Lend of tho rttuid m set forth.
1. In n devleo of tho elms described the
cembinnEon with n walled baso•pleco haring
n projection on Its upper fnec, of n headed
stud mounted In tho projection, n slotted bit
Alklably Arranged on the
ali001,1ers Arranged ilia;,,volinlly of (ho bid° wolfs of the
base and formhignit marts for tho bit,s thumbscrew linvIng bearings lit mid projection of
Limo luiso mid Lim ?Tor troll, n screw-thrended
travelor upon the thumbacrow, Miring coo.
nottion with Om blt fool n bow•sprIng vim:nod bearing at Its
log tho head of thin
ends upon Om ends of tho bit to secure the
loiter In position mut provides.' with a loot
upon its diner Ince.
In testimony whereof I lima signed my
nomo to this spcelfiention, ru thin presence of
(, 3subscrIblug Altmesrea, tills 4 tit day of Sep(ember, A. 1). 1807.
PATRICIC 811EA.
NVItnessos:
ARTHUR W. Crtosm.pcy,
W. SIMA.
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NAPOLEON B. REYNOLDS, OF AUBURN, NEW YORK.
Lat.Pattie X. 64,1.104, Arta Jr.,. 17, UM.
IMPROVEMENT IN FORMING PROJECTIONS ON THE OLP8 OF PLANE-ROM
tit 5titlolt ttftuti to is tttu Ytttrrs
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TO ALL WHOM IT MAY 0ONCER1I
Be It known that I, Ngrottox D. Ittv:cot.ret, of Auburn, in the county of Cayuga, avii State of New
York, have invented certain new and useful improvements in the Manner of Making or Forming the Projection
or Swell on the Cap of Plane-Irons, and which is used instead of • !wise nut for holding the senor-belt that
enures the cap to the place-iron; and thud the following is • full, clear, and exact descriptioa of the anast
of doing the same, reference being had to the accompanying drawings, making • part of this specification. Is
which—
Figure 1 represents a view from the bask of the plane-iron, showing the slot there's and the belt paellas
through it into the cap.
Figure 2 represents • cap with a hole ptinchml through it for the reception of the button which afterwards
forms the swell, projection, or not for the teres-lsolt to take t'ato.
Figure 3 represeam a section through the cap, and showing the coantersinking of the bole that is to
receive the button.
Figure 4 represents • section through the cap after the batten or swell is fastened thereto.
Figures 6 soil C show • top and edge view of (moot the buttons before it is inserted in the Inlet la the saps
Figure 7 shows the form of the swell, button, projection, or nut after it has been riveted in the hole Is
the asp.
Similar lettere of reference, when they occur in the several separate fisting, denote like parts la all the
drawings.
I am aware that a swell or projection has been proposed on the cap of • plane-iron as a esbetitete fee the
ordinary loon nut heretofore used. I do not elaim the swell or projection. My invention consists ia the MILO.
ner or =tenet producing this projection, which I do in • very cheap and very datable manner, witimet roll's*
down the metal or heat-welding it.
To enable others skilled in the art to make and is, my invention, I will proceed to describe the WEN with
reference to the drawings.
At manufacturing establishments where boilers are made are to be found and procured at very cheap rates,
gad of the very finest quality of Iron, any quantity of burrs or buttons that are punched out of the platee at
which the boilers are made for making rivet holes. These burrs or buttons can be procured at • rote but little
above that of old iron, and are therefor. very cheap, whilst they hero the form, body, and Immo or fie that
peculiarly fits them for my purpose.
The cap A I propose to make of steel, and a hole, a, having been punched through, it is them eesatersenk
or reamed out at each side of the plate or cap, soi shown more distinctly in fig. 3. I then take one of the burn
or buttons I and insert it in the hole 41 in the cap. The fin or Bangs e which is cm the burr or button, and left
there by the punch that drove It out of the boiler-plate, fits into the countersink on one side of the hole, sad
the burr or button projects through cud beyond the other face of the cap. In this position the cap and ben
are placed under a drop-die, one blow of which meta the button or burr in the hole, and it is afterward.
dressed up to the proper shape or form for entering the slot ii. the plane-iron, and for preveatiag the cap
from turning on the planoiron, whilst it eau 114.1Vt longitudinally of it. When the riveting on of the button
is accomplished, as explained, the burr or button will have assumed the form shown at fig. 7, and also ist fig. 4,
and be as immovably fixed thereto as though it sere a part of the sante metal with the cap itself.
As a matter of economy I should always us.. the burrs or button. wade by punching boiler-plates. yet I
would regard it as my inseution if thee* burrs were erpretelly
out f.ir tire purpose herein Named.
Tlaviog thus Lill' descriticul
ittsauttAit. •Itat I
theiein s, ne•, rod assts.* to see-aris by Letters
Patent it. forsaiiig • swell or projection oo the cap of
I.
The method of construction substantially as descri
N. B. REYNOLDS.
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Ritualises:
I. W. Qutcar,
T. B. Hun.

Seth 8urchard, of Ithaca, N.Y. recently observed a conventional wood fore plane which
was nondescript except that it w2s equiPped with a patented cap iron. This was shown in
pntent NO. 65,k)L granted to Napoleon Reynolds of Auburn, N.Y. on June 11, 1867. The drawing
and specifications are reproduced here. Apparently N.H. Reynolds Was the partner of the firm
Reynolds, Bnrhor
Co., 2-takrs of the famous Clover Leaf brand plane irons. (See ad
reproduced on next pare.)
•
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DIAMOND EDGE PLANES
re

In presenting our new line of Diamond
the best idea that
has ever been evolved in the way of a plane
handle and we feel proud of our achievement

Edge Planes we are offering
Ne.-AdJus, abl•

DE

The following is a brief consideration of
the advantages of Diamond Edge Planes.
CONSTRUCTION

.4.0Jattabl•

REYNOLDS,BARBER IC.. SelWet nufartarrnAUBURN

1-KNTIV MS,

!MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY US, UNDER REYNOLDS,
PATIENTS for Tempering Steel without the aid of any liquid., received the only 'mord
at the Great National Implement Trial, heitlat Auburn, in 1S4113. They possess the hidlowirtg superior qualities:
I. They are made with a fine Cutlery Tomper at the edges.
2. They hold only a Spring Temper at the center and at the heel.
3. They are warranted perfectly uniform, every knife being exact!) alike in temper.
4. We warrant they can be ground front's to 30 tienes• without losing their cutting
edge.
5. Finally, we will warrant them to cut from 40 te 50 acres of grain or grass without
being once ground.
We are the solo Manufacturers of the Knives Is the United State.. Each Knife
herokfter will bear our
•

CLOVER LEAF

great care being used in their manufacture. All parts are carefully fitted
and are interchangeable.

N:Y.

Mower & Reaper
TRADE MARK.

We are now making PLANE IRONS under tMe new process of tempering;_
every irmi bears MU Cleve lAltr Prude-Mark, and we hereby authorize all liartiunm
DottMm to allow tlwir Customer. to try our" Plane Iron,," and if not satisfactory, refund
price paid, and charge Irons back W te4.

Reynolds, Barber & Co.,

Steel Tempering Works, Auburn, N. Y.

Diamond Edge Planes are made from
Improved patterns by special machinery,

Smooth Botta.

CUTTERS
IC Made from the best quality of
English cast steel, tempered and ground
1.4Mar
by an improved process, and sharpened for immediate use.
ADJUSTMENT
DE A Convenient adjustment whereby the thickness
of shaving can be regulated with perfect accuracy and
edge of cutter brought exactly square with the bottom
of the Plane.
HANDLES
DE The handles are made of composition rubber of
an improved type—and will fit the hand perfectly.
Wood bottom planes have varnished beechwood handles.

Hamelled llakestb

WARRANT
EH All tools bearing the Diamond Edge Brand are
fully warranted and represent the acme of perfection
in tool-making.
DE The complete line embraces all leading patterns
of Iron. wood and Mock planes.
DE We want you to compare the Diamond Edge
with any other Plane on the market.
DE ALL OUR SALESMEN CARRY SAMPLES.

NORVELL-S
HAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.
ISTAKISHID MO.

c. 1867 Cayuga County, N.Y. Business Directory

DIAMOND EDGE BRAND
A.F. SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.
ST. LOUIS, MC.

&Ma WM&

The National Hardware Bulletin, June 1909

Norvell-Shapleigh tm. used 1901-1912 only

Shapleiph had been in the hardware
bus.ires with various nartners since 18/13.
In 1.863 Shanleigh pained full control, and
the firm became A.1 . Shapleigh Hardware Co.
The Diamond Edge brand name was adcpted.in
18614 and continued to be used through the
1950's.
Saunders Norvell who had ,been with the
E.C. Simmons Co. for about 20 years resigned
as vice-president of that firm in 1901 and
bought a controlling interest in the Shapleigh Co. and renamed it Norvell-Shapleigh
Hardware Co. He sold it in 1911, although
the name wasn't changed until 1912. Thus,
the Norvell-Shapleigh name was only used for
a period of 11 years.
IX-4-21

The Shanleiph Co. purchased the E.C.
Simmons Co. in 19/40 and continued to offer
both the Keen Kutter and Diamond Edge brand
tools until the late 1950's when the firm
dissolved.
Planes with the Diamond. Edge brand were
manufactured by Stanley, Sargent, Ohio Tool
& others at different times. One of the
other supnliers was the Buckeye Co. of Cleveland, Ohio. The Buckeye plane was patented
on Nov. 22, 190/4. Iron bench planes of this
design are known with the Norvell-Shapleigh
Diamond Edge brand name. (See P-TAMPIA, pp.
216-217.)
See the article, "Keen Kutter & Diamond
Edge" by Marion Henley in the E.A.I.A.
Chronicle, Sept. 1975, pp. 0-1414 for additional information on these companies.

B of E
Your editor has had this handle kicking around for
years hoping to identify the manufacturer and/or hardware house who used it on planes. It is of the NO. 2
size and hard rubber with the only marking B of E impressed on both sides. Someone else recently found
only a handle. (Note on the last pg. of this issue
that Diamond Edge planes were sold with hard rubber
handles.)
j4-11CST-U.S.A.
Your editor recently found a low-quality iron bench
plane with conventional Bailey-type features. It has the
logo. L'-MOST-U.S.A. stamped on the cutter and
cast into
the lever cap. It appears to be c. 1920-LO. Any info.
on either of the items would be greatly appreciated.

Cie TRUTII
"OURVERYBESTLeJARYBEST
UNCLE SAM logo wag recently found by
John Evans on a plane iron. The V & B indicates this was by Vaughan & Bushnell Mfg.
Co., Chicago, Ill., c. 1920-30.
-

Mitre Box No. 100

This hard wood Mitre Box may be sold at a
popular price and yet yield you a substantial
profit.
long, 234" wide, 2" high inside.
Mitre and straight cuts. Also in 18" and
24"
sizes.

le

See Page

112

for catalog data
Chests.

On our line

Tool
ECONOMY MFG. CO.

of

5350 Germantown Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Also see our Advertisera on page 119, 145 and
692.
_..d a

k' .1611

145,

TOOLS
CUTLERY
HARDWARE 4‘
PAINTS

Carl Bopp once asked about planes with
cutters marked FCCNOMY MFG. CO. This ad is
from the Hardware Buyers Catalog & Directory
Oct. 1923. Although tconomy Mfg. Co. is not
listed under the plane mfr. category perhaps
they mfg. planes prior or subsequent to 1923.
HIBBARD, SPENCER, BARTIETT & CO. was a large It is also posPible that they
only put their
hardware house in Chicago. They used both the
name on planes that were sold with their
line
O.V.B. (Our Very Best) and the REVNOC brand names of tool chests.
on planes & other tools. Ad is from the June 1909
issue of The National Hardware Bulletin.
IX-4-22
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